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VisitASS The VisitASS colour spectrum for reception panels, tops and bag
rests are the same as the colours and surfaces in ASSMANN’s full
program. VisitASS can also be combined with any of the desks in
the core program. This means you can create your own individual
configuration to guarantee the highly effective appearance of your
company that starts in the reception area.

Colours that work.
VisitASS. Tops, colours and shapes.

Light grey Anthracite Kiesel Maple melamine Beech melamine

Ash basalt stained Ash black Ash grey stained Natural ash Natural oak

Cherry Natural beech Metallic grey Metallic greyNatural birch

Pear

Cherry melamine

Beech melamine 
Multiplex

Maple melamine 
Multiplex

Light grey 
Multiplex

Frosted glass

Edge finishes. For reception tops and bag rests

Punched metal

Other materials. For infills

Finishes and veneers. For infills, reception tops and bag rests

Graphite

Black

Light greyWhite aluminium

Ultramarine

Dark red

Anthracite grey

Green

Crystal blue BeigeYellow

Turquoise

Metal colours. For punched metals

We reserve the right to make technical design changes in the interest of progress. All dimensions are
approximate. Colour variations are often unavoidable due to technical printing reasons. Errors may occur.
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Beech melamine multiplex Light grey multiplex Frosted glass Punched metal

Decor edges
For reception tops and bag rests

Finishes and veneers
For infills, reception tops and bag rests

Other materials
For infills

Maple melamine multiplex

Other materials
For punched metals

AnthraciteWhite aluminium Black Light grey

Ash basalt stained 

Cherry melamine

Ash grey stained

Beech melamine

Anthracite

Cherry

Grey white

Ash black

Maple melamine

Pear

Silicia

Natural ash

Light grey

Natural beech

Metallic silver

Cherry Malaga 

Natural oak

Natural birch

Slate

Walnut Mahogany stained

The ASSMANN principle. Good work.

Colours.
Attractive combinations.

Colour differences are often unavoidable due to technical reasons. 


